World.
Learning Journey

Happy
Healthy
Employable
Positive view of
the world

How can we help our
local community?

Implementation
of project

How do WE create a better world for THEM?
YEAR

13

What are the biggest
How can we
How can we tackle a
challenges facing the planet? challenge facing the planet? tackle these?

YEAR

General Election
campaign
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Curriculum Day:
Politics Day

What can international
justice organisations do?
Can we have
unjust laws?

Projects

What is happening in
Saudi Arabia?

YEAR

11

Will Justice save THEM?
What is happening What is happening
in China?
in USA?

What is the UK
Justice system?

How can our
What differences differences bring How can we apply
what we have
keep us apart?
us together?
learned?

Adapted from the origianl learning journey by Vyners School and @miss_pape and the interactive version from @MrLPeachey

Completed sustainable
goals project

How can we
How can cities be safer? improve Raunds?

Are WE getting a good education?
How do the differences
keep us apart? Invisible
walls

How do WE build a better future?

How do our differences How can pollution
be reduced?
keep us apart? Conflicts
b

YEAR
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Curriculum Day:
Faiths

What is a terrorist?

YEAR

9

What problems
exist elsewhere?

Curriculum Day:
Charities

How do we Improve
transport?

What strategies are
How can we
used to improve
help our area?
health globally?

Why are WE so healthy?
How can the world What differences
work together?
exist within the UK?

How have our What are the benefits
rights changed?
about terrorism?

Project:
Poverty

Why do THEY do it?

What has
How can children What has happened
happened to
How can we help
near ‘us’?
be involved?
‘them’?
other places?
Why do we help
What should we do with
What is being done here?
What should we do?
other people?
asylum seeker children?

Curriculum Day:
Charities

How do we
influence
attitudes?

What will climate
change do?

Do I care about THEM?

Should WE help THEM?

What is being How can people What is poverty?
done globally? prevent poverty?
What is
How do we balance
Discrimination?
people’s rights?

Why do people
come to the UK?

Are refugees a problem for us?

YEAR

Who are THEY, who are WE?
What are the
consequences
of our actions?

What are the
perceptions of
refugees?
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Curriculum Day:
Local Community

What is Prejudice?
What is Diversity?

Project:
Climate change

Should we try to stop
deforestation?
Should we try to
Who can help us to
stop pollution?
become sustainable?

YEAR

Where do WE go from here?
Should we try to
stop climate
change?

How can we solve
global problems?

What are the problems
in the world?

World. Discrete Lessons and Curriculum Day 7 Year Journey.
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